Older Infants Tuition

Age Group

Full
Time
Weekly
Rate

(4 or 5 Days)



12 Months18 Months

$185.00

Part
Time
Weekly
Rate

Parents Provide

(3, 2 or 1
Days)

None
*Full
time
ONLY!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Formula/Breast Milk
Baby Food/Cereal
Diapers/Wipes
1 Bottle if needed (to be kept
at center)
5. 1-2 Sippy Cups (to be kept at
center)
6. Pacifier if Needed (to be kept at

Requirements for Child to
Transition/Move up to
Young Toddler
Classroom/Group
1.Steady on feet when walking
and/or standing.
2. Eating solid foods.
3. Weaned from morning nap
(at school) & naps from
12:30PM-2:30PM with
toddlers.

*Children that are 12 months
7. 2 Changes of Clothing (to be kept or older that DO NOT meet
at Center)
the above requirements will
8. Blanket (to be kept at Center for
remain in the Transitional
Naptime)
Toddler Classroom and will be
9. Formula, Breast Milk &
charged the Transitional
Diapers/Wipes CAN be brought
Toddler Tuition Rate until the
into Center IN BULK! We have
requirements have been met.
storage for Supplies!
We ALWAYS transition
children when it’s BEST for
*We ask that PARENTS PROVIDE
the CHILD’S developmental
the above items to help maintain
needs. Children develop at
our inexpensive tuition cost.
different rates and we use a
Having parents provide their
child’s AGE as a GUIDELINE,
child’s items also allows PARENTS
not a ruling.
to CHOOSE what products/brands
they would like us to use on their
*Older Infants “visit” the
child.
Young Toddler classroom for
a few hours per day (for AT
*Children are changed on an as
LEAST one week) before
needed basis, BUT in addition to
transitioning to the
regularly soiled diapers we follow
classroom. This allows us to
the PA Department of Welfare
ensure readiness for
guidelines and change children at
transition and gives the child
a MINIMUM of every TWO
an opportunity to bond with
HOURS if any wetness is present.
new teachers.
Center)

